
A Brisbane couple had their eye on this historic  
warehouse building and leapt at the chance to make  

one of its industrial-scale apartments their own.
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New York-style loft LIVING Matt black and powdercoated metal were a natural choice for the 
shelving, shown here with wire-prism wall brackets. They work well with the 
original sash windows. Armchair, a family piece. B&B Italia ‘Fat-Fat’ coffee  

table, Space. Bestlite ‘BL3’ floor lamp and Hay ‘Crinkle’ throw, Cult. Painting 
behind chair by Dean Reilly and works at left by the owner, Caroline Austin.  

Her husband Andrew’s bike is a Cannondale ‘SuperSix EVO’, great for 
navigating the riverside’s cycleways. ENTRY Next to the door is this hat rack and 
bench in a ‘fingerprint-proof’ laminate called Traceless in Black by Wilsonart.  >
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B risbane’s inner-city has a waterfront lined with character-
filled warehouses that have been repurposed multiple 
times over the years. This one – named Ansonia after a 
Beaux Arts-style residential hotel in New York City – once 
operated as part of a naval port and later as a wool store, 

before becoming artists’ studios. Finally, in 2003, it was converted 
into apartments for residential use.

All of that rich history informed this renovation by visual artist 
Caroline Austin and her lawyer partner Andrew Luchich. Before they 
bought, the couple had always admired Ansonia and were renting a 
similar property nearby when this one came up for sale in 2012. 
Andrew bought it before Caroline even set foot inside. “The purchase 
wasn’t planned,” she explains. “I was working in Haiti and wasn’t 
due to return to Australia for weeks. The apartment came onto the 
market and Andrew bought it right away, then rang to tell me. He 
was a bit nervous showing it to me when I returned home!”

Happily, all was well and Caroline and Andrew lived in the property 
for five years before approaching interior designer Ian Wrightson 
of Wrightson Stewart to help make it their own. Ian’s approach was 
to honour its original features – timber floors, tall sash windows and 
exposed-steel and timber-truss ceilings – while providing a blank 
canvas for the couple’s art collection.

Rather than typical gallery-style white walls, Ian opted for a dark 
palette, which works beautifully, thanks to the strong Queensland 
sunshine streaming in on two sides. The new entry hall, featuring a 
wall of black laminate joinery with storage and seating, is dark and 
dramatic. To the left is the main bedroom suite and laundry, opposite 
is Caroline’s art studio, and to the right is the L-shaped open-plan 
living area with separate home office. 

“We wanted to celebrate the gritty elements of warehouse living; 
to create a space that would allow certain elements, such as the brick 
walls that aren’t properly finished, to talk,” says Ian. “Andrew and 
Caroline didn’t ask for a full black interior – that was a surprise! – but 
the amount of natural light the apartment receives allowed us to be 
dramatic with our selection of materials.” The clean lines of the 
design also showcase Caroline’s work and pieces by other artists.  

The main living area is anchored by a bank of floor-to-ceiling 
joinery in the kitchen, making the most of the super-high ceilings. 
Similar joinery can be found in the home office, which shares a 
library ladder for access to the upper shelves. “Working in spaces 
like this, it’s a challenge to balance those extremely high ceilings 
with furniture and fixtures of the right proportions,” Ian says.  > 

LIVING/DINING “People hire interior designers knowing that we’ll 
probably push them out of their comfort zone,” says Ian, who completed 
the job in 12 months. EJ 450 Delphi sofa with Poltrona Frau velvet cushions, 
Cult. Hay ‘Puzzle’ cushions. Custom dining table. Walter Knoll ‘Cuoio’ 
dining chairs, Living Edge. Structures rug, Studio P Carpets. The timber 
floors are oiled. Designer Buy: Coco Flip pendant light, $1540, Cult.

INDOOR PLANTS

Fiddle-leaf fig 
Moth orchid 

(Phalaenopsis)
Crassula ovata

Chinese money plant 
(Pilea peperomioides)
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KITCHEN this page and opposite bottom The aluminium library ladder from 
Access Ladders provides access to storage and breaks up the distance 

between floor and ceiling. Benchtop and splashback in Bengal Black honed 
granite. Joinery is Traceless in Black from Wilsonart. C20 Melbourne bar 

cabinet handles, Handle House. Integrated appliances, all Fisher & Paykel. 
DINING Painting the ceiling black has made this space more intimate. 

Armchair, an inherited piece. Scope 340 bioethanol fireplace from EcoSmart 
Fire. Pendant lights, Lucretia Lighting. Artwork on floor by Caroline Austin.  

‘ I N  B R I S B A N E  A  L O T  O F  A R C H I T E C T U R E  I S  V E RY 
D A R K  B E C A U S E  W E  H AV E  W O N D E R F U L  B R I G H T 

B L U E S  I N  T H E  S K Y  T H AT  W O R K  W E L L  W I T H  D A R K 
C O L O U R S .  T H E  U S E  O F  M AT T  B L A C K  I S  D R A M AT I C 

B U T  T H E  A PA R T M E N T  I S  S O  F U L L  O F  L I G H T  W E  F E E L 
I T ’ S  A  G R E AT  B A L A N C E .’  Ian Wrightson, interior designer

“We also wanted the matt-black joinery to work within the space but 
not overpower it, and doing that was a fine line.” 

The building threw up other tests, too, says Ian. “There are no 
straight lines at all; the ceiling can vary 100mm from one end of the 
room to the other. That necessitated a lot of check measures, so we 
worked with a trusted builder [Lachlan Elmes from Oxford 
Construction] and joiner to achieve the precise result we wanted.” 
While those inherent irregularities made the bathroom layouts 
slightly tricky, it actually brought the team together. “This was a 
very collaborative experience and hugely rewarding,” says Ian. “The 
best project outcomes are when you have a synergy with the clients. 
They knew we’d captured the brief correctly and let us do our thing.”

Caroline says the result is an apartment that pays homage to both 
its New York antecedence and its Brisbane location, with art and 
creativity at its heart. “We love the heritage-industrial feel that makes 
the apartment unique, and the renovation has captured many of 
those connections to the past, which is quite special.”  >

Wrightson Stewart, Fortitude Valley, Queensland; 0402 516 167 
or wrightsonstewart.com.au. Oxford Construction, Brisbane, 
Queensland; 0439 022 468 or oxfordconstruction.com.au. 
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MAIN BEDROOM this page and opposite “We have collected many 
objects over the years and it’s great to properly display them,” says 
Caroline. The rendered walls make perfect backdrops. Timber chest  
of drawers from West Elm. Hay ‘Polygon’ quilt in Light Grey and Dot 
cushion in Purple, both Cult. Custom-upholstered ottoman, Boyd Blue. 
The armchair is a family piece. Artwork above drawers by Dean Reilly 
and Music, Pink and Blue print beside bed by Georgia O’Keeffe. 
Designer buy: Hay metal tray table, from $351, Cult.  >

THE 
PALETTE

Resene Quarter 
Thorndon Cream 

(walls and 
ceiling)

Resene 
Chimney 

Sweep (black 
ceilings)

Original 
floorboards with 

oil finish

THE LAYOUT

Main bed
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MAIN BATHROOM The stylish black screen creates a sense of  
privacy. Claw-foot bath, Traditional Bathware. Mizu ‘Drift’ overhead 
shower, arm, tap and towel rails, all Reece. Hexagonal mosaic  
floor tiles, Academy Tiles+Surfaces. French industrial-style stool.  
Smart buy: Ceramica Vogue monocottura wall tiles in Ghiaccio  
(white; 200x200mm), $41.90/m², and Nero (black; 100x100mm), 
$93.45/m², Classic Ceramics. HOME OFFICE Caroline has two 
workrooms: this space and a studio down the hall. The inherited 
antique table makes a wonderful desk. Black card-holder cabinet  
pulls, Ironmongery World. Vintage metal and leather stools, a gift. 
Berber rug, Loom Rugs. For Where To Buy, see page 190. 

Before

RENO SNAPSHOT 

Pivotal decision Allowing 
more time for the build.  

“The anticipated schedule 
was four months, but the job 

ran slightly over,” says 
Caroline. “That wasn’t a 

problem because we wanted 
the apartment to be right.”

Unexpected blowout  
“There were no cost blowouts 
because we were clear about 
the costs at the beginning.”
How to save “Work within 

existing footprints – by  
using existing plumbing 

connections, for example,” 
says interior designer Ian.

Words of wisdom “Do your 
research and consult an 

experienced professional, 
especially if it’s a job with  
this level of complexity.” 

Favourite room Caroline 
nominates the study for its 

nuanced lighting.

Before

This is the life
Art and life go hand in hand for Caroline and 
Andrew. “The apartment is my home office, so  
it had to accommodate both work and our daily 
life. I use all the spaces every day,” says Caroline. 
once a year she co-curates an exhibition that 
takes place across Ansonia’s public areas. “It 
showcases the history of the building through 
local and national artists,” she says. “We wanted 
to evoke the creative nature of this space.”  #
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